
          

           
          
          

 PARACOPS EPS HELMET GREY
  Ref: E11210  
 Paracops 

The "Paracops" helmet offers an exceptional combination of 
security and comfort for climbers. With a solid outer shell of 
polycarbonate (PC) and an interior of expanded polystyrene
foam (EPS), it provides effective protection against impacts
and falls, ensuring durability even in intense conditions. Its
wrap-around design ensures stability and protection in any
situation, while strategically placed air vents keep the head 
cool. Equipped with a rear wheel system for precise
adjustment, frontal clips for headlamps, and a padded
interior, it offers a comfortable and secure experience
throughout the activity. Weighing 274 g, it is lightweight and
easy to carry. Moreover, it is certified according to the safety
regulation EN12492:2012, ensuring maximum protection for
demanding climbers.

The name "Paracops", meaning "bumpers", reflects the
essential function of the helmet in climbing: protecting the
climber s head against impacts. This name highlights our
commitment to safety and protection for the climber during
their adventures on the rock or in the mountains.

Main Features:

Wrap-around design ensuring great protection and
excellent stability, providing maximum security in
any situation.
Adjustable with a rear wheel system of the helmet.
Wide air vents strategically placed at the back and
sides of the helmet offering superior ventilation and
ensuring good airflow to keep the head cool and
comfortable during long days in the mountains.
With the combination of an EPS interior and a PC
outer shell provides resilient and durable protection
against impacts.
Equipped with four clips specially designed to attach
headlamps, ensuring optimal lighting during
nighttime activities.
Padded interior comfortable and breathable.
Lightweight weighing 274 g.
Available in two adjustable sizes to fit a wide range of
heads: from 55 cm to 60 cm and from 57 cm to 63
cm, ensuring a perfect fit for each user.
Certifications EN12492:2012

Packaging

100% Recyclable materials
93% Recyclable cardboard
7% Recyclable plastic

   

Información técnica:  

Country of origin: China

Color: Grey

Material: PC + EPS

Format: Box

Configurator: No



          

           
          
          Size long: 55-60cm
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